Old Patesians U14s
Yorkshire 2022
Fri 8 – Sun 10 April
Friday 8th April – Depart Cheltenham
At 4pm forty excited tourists gathered outside Old Pats’ HQ
for the compulsory coach photo.

Waved off by family members we headed off on what was to
become a most memorable weekend in Yorkshire: the
beautiful weather combined with an uneventful journey up
the M42 set the perfect tone.

We had a quick pitstop at the motorway services two hours
in.
Some got lost in M&S…

But eventually, normal service resumed. Good old BK!

Three and a half hours later, we rolled into Dearne Valley in
the rolling hills of South Yorkshire, just up the road from
Doncaster!
On arrival we checked in and were shown to our dorms. Here
confusion reigned as tourists were asked to assemble their
bedding: placing covers on duvets and sheets upon beds! We
were quickly assured that this was not one of our first
problem solving activities.
The Dads soon got their heads around this challenge before
passing on their skills to their offspring who agreed the
weekend was about learning new experiences!
“I can’t find the corner Andy! Have you found yours?”

Beds made, we were all treated to a hot evening meal of
steak and ale pie and chips. The boys then had some free
time to get their bearings before retiring to bed for the
evening.

Saturday 9th April – Team Building Activities
“Apparently 5:30am is when they milk cows in Wales...”
announced one of the coaches in our dorm of six at 5:30am!
He happens to come from Wales.
I am happy to report that the boys, positioned in the three
adjoining dorms, enjoyed an extra hour and a half lie-in
before rising for the short walk to breakfast.
Good Morning Tourists!

Ablutions attended to; the boys lined up to be counted
before their first activity. Bring on the team building!

Activity 1 – Archery
The tourists took to the challenge extremely adeptly and
before long the bullseyes were being obliterated.

As far as I know none of the Coaches had a go and
embarrassed themselves!

Activity 2 - Leap of Faith
This was incredibly scary and tested both the wits and
courage of our tourists. I do not know how, but all the boys
made it up the pole, to the tiny platform. Then a few of the
nutters threw themselves off towards a trapeze. Absolutely
bonkers!

They made it to the top
and then jumped!
Lunch was at 12:30pm,
giving the tourists’
tummies time to settle
before an afternoon of
adventure on the zip-line
activity!
Meanwhile, some of the
Dads had the opportunity
to join another touring
party and depart for the
Championship game of
Doncaster Knights vs The
Cornish Pirates. I would
love to give a detailed
account of what went on,
but I am prohibited from
disclosing information under The Geneva Convention.

Activity 3 – Zip-lining

Activity 3 – Zip-lining
Harnesses on. Takes some negotiating, let me tell you!

Now time for the professionals…

Activity 4 – Rock Climbing
If vertigo is a no-go, then the day would probably be going
from bad to worse for you. Luckily, our fearless tourists took
to the challenge with aplomb.
Unfortunately, a few senior members of the touring party
politely declined the Activity Leader’s invitation to ascend the
wall. A few shrapnel injuries were playing up.

Enough of heights! It was now getting on to dinner and the
boys were rewarded with several delicious culinary options:
chilli beef, chicken curry or, for those fussy Herberts,
Government Issue chicken nuggets and chips. Nom! Nom!

Activity 5 – The Blind Trail!
At this point, some of the senior tourists returned from the
rugby match with tales of their afternoon adventures. Some
of the party retired for refreshments whilst others joined the
boys on the trail! Our Activity Leader Izzy was awesome. She
had such patience with the boys…and the big boys!

Activity 6 – Kangaroo Court

All Rise for…

JUDGE PHIL
Over the course of the last 24hrs it had come to the attention
of several court officials that misdemeanours of varying
degrees of severity had occurred. Justice had to be served
before the children retired for the evening.
The list of offences was long. One of the most heinous crimes
was for a tourist to be on duty sans toy rubber duck! The
punishment matched the crime. Jacobs Cream Crackers were
administered to be consumed without hope of hydration.
Press ups followed.

The Jury administered swift justice. The court eventually
adjourned. The tourists refused to be broken; smiles abound,
they headed up the wooden hill to Bedfordshire.

Sunday 10th April – Dearne Valley Easter Rugby Tournament
The lads met punctually and quietly focused at breakfast.
This ability to flick the switch and concentrate was to become
the U14s’ strength.
A full English was consumed, and we were away on the coach
in good time. The boys had packed, cleaned and mustered on
time. Things were going well

The 20-mile journey was not the one-hour 20-minute
extravaganza originally offered to us by the Sat Nav, just the
forty-minute trip. This allowed time for me to research the
opposition. And first up we had York.
I Googled them…

Wow! This was going to be a strong tournament!

Gazebo up!

The boys prepared professionally

There were two groups of 4 teams with each game lasting 20
minutes one way. Top of the group plays top of the other
group for the Cup. 2nd vs 2nd for the Plate, and so on.
We found ourselves in Group Two with York, Old Colfeians
and Rochdale, while Group One consisted of Sandal, Old
Cranleighans, Old Brodleians and Lymm.
Game 1: Old Pats vs York (22-5)
The start was unbelievable. York kicked off and Old Pats kept
the ball in play for three minutes, patiently probing with their
pods before scoring in the corner. And this was going to be
the tone for the day where 11 of the 13 tries scored were
through the backs!

York were caught off guard, and a 22-5 score line within a 20minute game was an unbelievable start.

Game 2: Old Pats vs Old Colfeians (19-12)
Next up were Old Colfeians who were adversaries of the Old
Patesians 1st XV back in the days when they competed in the
heady heights of National League Rugby.
This time, straight from the start, Old Pats were caught off
guard and found themselves chasing the game. But once
again, their stoical character came to the fore and they dug in
before reeling in OC’s. Finally, they overtook OC’s 19-12. This
was the last try to be conceded in another 40 minutes’ worth
of play left in the day.

Game 3: Old Pats vs Rochdale (25-0)
Rochdale were quite abrasive. Many of their players were
dual code players and their aggression was brooding.
We beat them 25-0. The performance was impressive as the
boys held their ground and were never intimidated. By this
point in time, we were three players down: two from the
front row.

The scores were in from both groups…

We were to be pitched against Manchester’s finest: Lymm
U14s in the Grand Final!

Finals are to do with many factors. But the mental and
emotional side are the most important components to get
right.
From this moment on, the boys blew me away.
Bear in mind the players had to wait their turn. There was the
8th vs 7th, 6th vs 5th then the 4th vs 3rd playoff. Halfway through
this penultimate game, the players rose and went for a jog
and stretch together. When they returned, their focus was
there to be witnessed; they remained seated on the bank,
quietly simmering. Nothing distracting them, even when their
Cup Final opponents passed in proximity.
The squad warmed up well. They were ready.
CUP FINAL vs Lymm U14s
From the outset this was going to be close. Two strong teams
up in defence, barely allowing the other to gain a foothold.
Momentum swung from team to team, there was nothing in
it. That was until a two-minute run of play from the Pats that
culminated in
a try under
the sticks.
The try that
won the
final!

The remainder of the game saw both sides sparring. The
sides were closely matched, and the format allowed for a
contest in the final game. The boys held on for their win and
we were proud of how they managed to nil the opposition in
the final game. This shows the spirit of the side and how they
defended for each other.
The Final in Photos

They did it!

And made some friends along the way!

Well done ‘der lids!’

The Cup

Shout out to the wounded soldiers: Henri, Gus and Oscar.
Get well soon boys!

And finally…

Well done to all the tourists. The players were impeccably
behaved and a pleasure to be around. They knew when to
listen; how to act towards each other. Tiredness never
fashioned their moods. They smiled; they laughed. We had
fun. Their camaraderie translated onto the field of play, and
they played for each other. The evidence showed that they
conceded three tries in 80 minutes of play whilst scoring
thirteen.
There were no competing voices, and friendships became
stronger. The Dads made new friends and we smiled, a lot as
I recall!
And this was all made possible by Darryl Francis’s hard work
in organising the tour, alongside Sally and Gemma who have
been working hard in the background steering the ship and
tying up loose ends. Not forgetting the amazing support of
the touring Coaches…Andy Edwards, Simon Davies, Pete
Jones and Simon Patterson.
Last but not least, thank you to the Mums and Dads…and of
course the boys!
Yorkshire 2022
‘A Vintage Tour!’

